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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: October 1, 2017
Misconceptions & confusion re: ace and arospec stuff 

 6 attendees
 Respect guidelines (available here)
 names, pronouns

 having to question one's own asexuality
◦ issue of repression, wondering if [I'm] just “repressed” or missing out? Should I try?
◦ Tied in with issues of shame about female sexuality
◦ idea of sexual exploration while being ace / despite being ace

▪ exploring even though not wanting sex, even though not interested in sex
▪ but curious about it...

 societal / personal assumptions that it's better to be non0ace
◦ same arguments that have been leveled against gay, lesbian and bi people as forms of invalidation are 

not being leveled against ace folks
◦ it doesn't matter if something “caused” asexuality or if it could theoretically be changed-- it's valid 

regardless

 in the context of the idea of “self-improvement” and shattering self-image
◦ people calling asexuality an “easy way out” of having to explore self (even though it's not an “easy way 

out” or an avoidance of self-exploration-- even though it's often the outcome or knowledge of self-
exploration)

◦ identity based on a “lack” of something
▪ why have this identity? What purpose does it serve?
▪ no need to be an activist, but maybe a need for validation
▪ other experiences—asexuality / aromanticism isn't a “lack” of something but instead about 

experiences that people *do* have and how people *do* engage in relationships (and other ideas 
about what activism might look like: what kinds of social changes, not necessarily limited to 
changing laws)

▪ useful to have a label to be able to find community
 wanting to be part of a group, sharing experiences, etc.

 how can I have a relationships that are deep and meaningful without sex?
◦ No template for doing relationships
◦ social expectations & pressure

▪ e.g., experience small towns with strong expectation to get married and have kids; monogamy and 
life-long pairings
 in large cities there seems to be more acceptance for difference

◦ exploring asexuality and kink community; exploring poly community
▪ people being comfortable with other people having sex with their partner if partners want sex

 if people's partners are getting emotional connections and sex from other people, why would 
they keep us around (i.e., an asexual partner who doesn't want sex)?
◦ valuing people for who they are and what they bring to relationships and not for things 

people might be “expected” to bring to relationships (like sex)
◦ people can bring different things that are valuable (value in emotional connections from 

different people)
◦ fear of being left behind from the pack

▪ survival instinct (humans as pack / herd / social animals)
 I am a complete person working at love and happiness and responsible for finding my own 

happiness
◦ can create own “pack” or community

 connection to humanity
◦ finding friends and commonality with people no matter where you go
◦ identify roots of anxieties: accepting those things as parts of yourself and moving forward

https://acetoronto.wordpress.com/accessibility/respect-guidlines/
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▪ finding roots of where I am now
▪ so if something triggers stuff, accept it as it's happening (e.g., PTSD stuff)

 If you're not into sex, free time for other interests
◦ maybe hyper-ready to offer other things most people can't (e.g., empathy?)
◦ but the “so much more free time!” thing doesn't actually work or reflect reality

▪ experiences of having difficulty doing things for various reasons (chronic illness, neurodivergence, 
executive dysfunction, depression, etc.)

▪ “I've never gotten anything done sever, so how do people interested in sex do anything at all?”

 not less of a person; a different person
◦ not “missing” a part
◦ being asexual or aromantic is not about things not experienced

▪ a way of connecting with people
▪ we are whole people and have whole experiences

 talking about 1st experience of coming out to an ace board games social and social anxiety ahead of time 
about fitting in
◦ not knowing if one is only asexual because of PTSD and related inability to connect with people
◦ having validation from others who were there that even if someone is asexual because of PTSD or 

some other reasons, it's still valid

 talking about interest in kink and does that mean that someone isn't asexual? (no, it doesn't mean that: 
someone can be asexual and into kink)
◦ within kink community, learned how to energetically connect with people and connect n a deep level
◦ opening various facets of personality to self & realise that one is “bigger on the inside” (like a tardis!)

 finding courage & bravery to face things head on and connecting with self and accepting it

 having different types of relationships and the way different people interact 
◦ not having access to any knowledge about asexuality

▪ only knowing about “gay” and then moving to Toronto
◦ finding out about asexuality via the internet & online info focusing on a lack of something (i.e., sexual 

attraction)
▪ then joining Ace Toronto events and starting to see aceness as a fit

 seeing asexuality as something other than a lack

 social anxiety when it comes to thinking about people are thinking about sex
◦ ace community changed the way self interacts with with people and how to do relationships

▪ learning about polyamory and Queerplatonic/quirkyplatonic (QP) relationships
▪ less emphasis on being hierarchical 
▪ extensive world of intimacy

◦ some of these things also discovered via LGBTQ+ community too but ace community especially 
powerful impact for these things
▪ easier in ace community to discover / approach the exploration of relationships

 changing experiences from not liking or appreciating being ace to really appreciating it

 when coming out about being ace, people asking “why?” (when they wouldn't question why someone might
be heterosexual or even gay, lesbian, bi, etc.)
◦ some people asking over and over for someone to explain or answer the “why?” questioning

▪ one possibility of dealing with that: running joke of providing silly / ridiculous answers
◦ there is ignorance and then there's willful ignorance

 the association of asexuality with not having sex
◦ people asking about virginity! (how is that even relevant?)
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 it might be easier once we have a list of famous people who are asexual
◦ solution: we all need to become famous!
◦ thinking of some examples of people from history

▪ but it's hard to know what people's experiences might have been

 here and now: social context where aceness / sexual attraction and sexual desire are socially relevant
◦ vs/ context where marriage is necessary for survival

▪ maybe experiences would look different
▪ different social organisation and social structures & freedom for self-expression within these ones

 collectivist vs. individualist society (different cultural traditions; different communities in the same cultural 
context)
◦ collectivist in the sense of intentional communities (when people survive together)
◦ issue that survival alone / on our own in an individualist society might not be possible
◦ examples of offers to help from strangers in small towns in Maritimes (where people used to live) vs. 

Toronto
◦ intentional communities with mutual aid and community care and rejection of nuclear family and 

capitalism (and the way it structures relationships and life)

 different sense of communities in different contexts
◦ online communities with different technologies vs. in-person communities
◦ community can look really different

 community as a safe place to go to find people who understand
◦ people with similar experiences and similar perspectives (at least similarity on one aspect) especially 

when pressures are high
▪ place for validation

◦ everyone will gain something different and find different meaning in their participation in ace community
▪ also, people take different things and find different meanings in ace community at different times

 this can change over time, based on where people are at in their lives
 finding validation, find a place for self-education, finding personal connections, offering 

education back to others
◦ depends on what other stuff is going on in one's life

▪ e.g., ace community being someone's entire social circle before they were able to find 
one outside of that

▪ important to be there for other people
▪ nice place to come without fear of one's intentions being misconstrued

 e.g., people won't interpret personability or friendliness as “coming onto” someone

 experience of making sexual jokes being uninhibited with humour and other people misinterpreting that as 
being super into sex
◦ discussion of kink context and being open to questions about sex from people when other people are 

exploring things and it's the norm to be sexual
◦ often sexual people are not comfortable talking about sex
◦ makes sense to talk to someone about what people want

 desexualisation of nudity and resistance of society's sexualiasation of nudity 

 social pressure/ obligation to have a “healthy sex life” but also something now allowed to talk about
▪ social hypocrisy and discomfort re: sex
▪ history of religious (Christian) repression of sex and sexuality 
▪ some thing are seen as super sexual that can have other meanings (e.g., nipples)
▪ maybe it's there for a reason?

 To dismiss or control sex because it is powerful and dangerous and can destroy rationality
 society has tied body parts to sexuality whereas body parts are not inherently sexual
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 discussion of evolutionary biology and biology programming instincts for sexual desire for the purpose of 
procreation and survival
◦ sex for procreation vs sex for other purposes
◦ changes historically recently to what society says is the purpose of sex
◦ Note: we are not in a position to know what biology's “original programming” is

▪ religious and cultural traditions are extremely diverse
 sex for pleasure in marriage is a mitzvah in Judaism

◦ Christianity's traditions are not universal (and there's also diversity within Christianity too)

 discussion of the complicated role of sex in society
◦ sex associated with power, money, etc.

▪ used and misused
▪ new formula prescribed for “happiness”

 topic of porn and the condemnation of porn
◦ suggestion of strip club as a context that promotes honest bonding (between men)

▪ that “bro bonding” as something that's not generally talked about
◦ but what about the people doing all the sexual labour?

▪ What about the honest interaction with the people doing the stripping?

 Sex as a commodity
◦ the denial of sex and sexuality deployed as the denial of someone's humanity
◦ forced sexualisation and desexualisation as tools of colonisation and marginalisation
◦ the fetishisation of “differences”
◦ society's message: you must have sexuality in the way they want you have it

▪ compulsory sexuality
▪ mixed messages around what “the right” sexuality is supposed to be

 discussion of raising the minimum wage to a living wage
◦ collective healthcare

 what is romantic attraction and the aromantic spectrum?
◦ It's possible to have the sexual stuff with or without the romantic stuff
◦ it's possible to have the romantic stuff with or without the sexual stuff

 courtship and discourses and ideas or “romance”
◦ but you can do romance and romantic relationships without sex and without standard ideas of 

“romance”
◦ the stories people make up in their minds and the idea of falling in love with strangers

▪ but those ideas might have nothing to do with how people actually act 

 idea of aesthetic attraction vs. romantic attractions
◦ aesthetic attraction is attraction that is not sexual or romantic (but that is focused on the aesthetic 

appreciation)
▪ can it be defined? (not really)
▪ not everything needs to be defined per se

 some experiences are best described via things like “wonky cross” “wibbly-wobbly”
▪ don't always need a label or definition and don't always need to put everything in a box

 can be very nice to have a label or a box to say “this is me!” or to be able to form or find communities
◦ sometimes maybe it goes too far with pressure to have labels and boxes for every experience 

▪ can undermine potential for solidarity sometimes
◦ great to have labels if they help

▪ but trying to find out all theoretically possible micro sub-labels that are very specific (stressful!)
 letting to and stop worrying about stuff that doesn't affect everyday life
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 labels can really help with communication (when there is something meaningful to someone's 
life that they are communicating something about)

 people have different relationships with these labels
 more and more communities of experience with discussions

◦ connecting with different communities
▪ possibly finding the same things in these various community but in different forms
▪ e.g., kind community: experience finding deep connections and people to check in with about how 

people are doing
▪ e.g., Deaf community: experiencing finding a connection that were missing around experiences of 

always having been hard of hearing or partly deaf raised by typically hearing parents
▪ “finding things I didn't know I was looking for in the place where I happen to be exploring”

 different experiences in ace communities
◦ offline and not just at in-person meetups

▪ some people happy with online friends with similar interests or ideas
▪ some people wanting to have in-person stuff locally
▪ some people wanting both

◦ description of pride this year and events of that day (and ace/anarchists solidarity & overlap)

 spiderweb of communities!
◦ But walking through spiderwebs
◦ follow connections and positive experiences 


